
Many Much

Name: Date: __/__/20__

And now for _______ months I have been living in daily relations of
intimacy with one who seems nearer to me since he has left us than while he
was here in living form and feature.

1. many

As you say, we haven't _______ time and we've got to work hard.2. much

There was not _______ confidence in his tone or manner.3. much

_______ similar passages to these might be cited.4. Many

She said she was sorry she had made us all lose so _______ time.5. much

Being yet far from the place, they perceived _______ smoke from the
chimneys: the sight hereof gave them great joy, and hopes of finding people
and plenty of good cheer.

6. much

For _______ years it was held in the old monastic library.7. many

It is a hazardous duty, and _______ lives have been lost through it.8. many

The rain made anxiety grow as rapidly in the hearts of _______ citizens, as
the young blades of grain in the fields.
9. many

The Persian commander retired with disorder and disgrace, to answer a
strict account of the lives of so _______ soldiers, which he had consumed in
a barren victory.

10.
many

It is a theme on which a woman can play _______ admirable variations.11. many

I never realized I was of so _______ importance.12. much

There are so _______ young doctors that need the money for practice
more than I do.
13. many

She was not a woman to give _______ advice, even to her own child.14. much

You're not likely to have so _______ money with you.15. much
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But in _______ other cases, in which we have reason to believe that the
species of a genus have been produced within comparatively recent times,
there is great difficulty on this head.

16. many

He fled from them madly through the dark midnight, but _______ steps
pursued him.
17. many

They gave him food, and _______ useful information.18. much

Whenever I have gone there, there have been either so many people that
I have not been able to see the pictures, which was dreadful, or so _______
pictures that I have not been able to see the people, which was worse.

19.
many

_______ other cases could be given, as of a whole family who became
insane at the age of forty.
20. Many
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